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Report Snapshot
In an earlier report we identified 5G requirements for the Shared Data
Environment (SDE). Here in this second report also sponsored by
HPE and Intel, we identify the design requirements for the new 5G
3GPP Unstructured Data Storage Function (UDSF).
UDSF is critical for 5G ‘Cloud Native’ operations in a Service Based
Architecture (SBA) where every traditional network function or NF is
accessible ‘as a service’ via the Service Based Interface (SBI) and
state data is externalized to a real time data store.
In the near term as 5G rolls out incrementally, the 4G Unified Data
Repository (UDR) and 5G UDSF must work together to support end
user services seamlessly without compromising 5G performance or
design.
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5G Service Based Architecture (SBA) Changes the Game
5G creates a massively scalable, high performance network with diverse service offerings from Core to Edge that
vary from Ultra-Reliable Low Latency (URLLC) to massive Machine Type communications (mMTC) and very high
speed mobile broadband data rates (eMBB). To build and deploy a flexible cost effective low latency ecosystem for
these 5G services Communications Service Providers (CSPs) recognise that their software platforms must deliver:
 Agile Services rapidly configured and onboarded as Network Functions (NFs) – formerly Virtual Network
Functions (VNFs) - with SDN control for user triggered service instantiation and assurance
 Flexible Bandwidth on Demand and throughput rates with Service Level (SLA) guarantees for Network Slices
 Massively scalable databases and distributed compute processing wherever required – in the Core or at the
Edge
 High reliability network-wide performance at a low cost of operation
 Manageable automated OSS/BSS Tools and Life-cycle Service Orchestration (LSO).
To implement these requirements 3GPP has adopted a Service Based Architecture (SBA) that was outlined in the
earlier report ‘5G Shared Data Environment: The Critical Enabler for a Service Based Architecture (SBA)’. 5G SBA
requires that:
 All network functions offer their services via Service Based Interface (SBI) to any other network function
authorized to use them
 Network Repository Functions (NRF) allow every network function to discover the services offered by other
network functions
 Data and state information are separated from any Cloud native function instance and externalized to a
shared Data Storage Function (DSF) that is accessible to multiple NFs
To translate these 5G SBA design goals into profitable business models CSP are looking to implement:
 Cloud Native Virtualization - to enable any service function instance to request instantiation of any network
resource via NFV mechanisms and achieve at least 40 percent increase in capacity utilization
 APIs - to support internal discovery by service functions or 3rd. Party Apps. at webscale speed and cost
 Carrier grade webscale services - that have ‘stateful resiliency’, session flow management and very low
latency for processing and data access either in the Core or at the Edge of the network
 Network Slicing - to meet End to End (E2E) Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees for mMTC, URLLC etc.
 VPN and SD_WAN services - across pools of dynamically shared network resources at significantly lower cost
 Dynamic Network Slice Instantiation - to support diverse, authenticated secure services On Demand
To achieve these goals 5G requires a true Cloud native architecture with microservices replacing today’s monolithic
Virtual Machines (VMs). Microservices will generally be implemented in containers that may include other
microservices such as real time data access mechanisms - that are tightly coupled to minimize latency and optimize
server and compute resources.

5G demands Cloud Native UDSF
Cloud native technologies make it feasible to deliver 5G SBA capabilities and to run scalable network functions
(NFs) and applications in a highly dynamic but loosely coupled network environment. Microservices and container
software can ensure that 5G services operate efficiently with carrier class performance. Network management
tools, automated service enablement and onboarding as well as Life cycle Service Orchestration (LSO) make it
possible today to instantiate, deploy and scale 5G NFs in near real time.
The Unstructured Data Storage Function (UDSF) as defined by 3GPP is now an essential component of the 5G Cloud
native ecosystem that gives access for every service function to the relevant types of data.
The UDSF itself is Cloud native and allows for diverse data models, data stores and data types to be accessed
seamlessly regardless of how they are physically implemented.
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Cloud Native Microservices are Stateless
‘Cloud-Native’ Apps or Services differ from traditional applications as they are ‘Stateless’ i.e. state is not stored as
part of the function or app. and it is implemented as microservices that are:
 Scalable
 Composable
 Reusable
 Technology and language independent
 API accessible
 Virtualized
These capabilities are all of critical importance to high-performance 5G services

Cloud Native 5G needs new Unstructured Data Storage Function (UDSF)
In our earlier report ‘5G Shared Data Environment: The Critical Enabler for a Service Based Architecture (SBA)’ we
described how Subscriber Data Management (SDM) evolved to become the Unified Data Repository (UDR) – the
data store for transient, real time and static subscriber and device information that can be centralized or
distributed. In the last two years we have seen the emergence of a Common Data Layer that offers an interface to
every subscriber, data store or data type in 4G networks, to support full scale telco cloud networking. Several of
the large vendors currently offer ways to evolve traditional legacy SDM database architectures to operate as a
Common Data Layer. See ‘Subscriber Data Management (SDM) Evolves to Leverage Real Time CloudDB Data
Management solutions’ for additional details. In August 2018 NGMN endorsed the common Network Data Layer
(NDL) as a key feature of a cloud native architecture.
As 5G SBA evolves to a complete Cloud native service architecture based on stateless and ‘dataless’ NFs however,
a completely new type of high performance data storage function with dynamically distributed resources is
required. 3GPP has therefore defined the Shared Data Environment (SDE) and the Unstructured Data Storage
Function (UDSF) as the next major step in this network database evolution.
Figure 1. Evolution of Unstructured Data Storage Function (UDSF)

Source: Strategy Analytics, Networks and Service Platforms

The new 3GPP approach is in fact more a revolution than an evolution as many legacy database mechanisms
cannot evolve smoothly to deliver UDSF, although there are many ways they will continue to inter-operate.

UDSF - Unstructured Data Storage Function
Contrary to the name, UDSF is not only for data with no structure. It is a generic data access and storage
environment that is independent of any particular data model or database type. Unstructured data is simply any
piece of data for which the structure is not defined in the database. UDSF can store it even though only the
application that manages the unstructured data knows how to interpret it. For example a user’s dynamic state in
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an application session can be written into UDSF as a binary object or a JSON string or an XML document. Only the
application writing the data knows exactly what it means.

5G is not only a new Set of Acronyms, Data Functions are different.
The figure below indicates how some the 5G SBA, 5G and 4G data functions differ.
Figure 2. Different Data Functions in 5G

Source: Alain Guigui HPE CMS in Fierce Webinar ‘5G UDSF - Design Principles with Unstructured Data Storage Function
(UDSF)’ Jan. 2019

In the figure above the Access and Mobility Mgt. Function (AMF), Session Management Function (SMF), other
Network Functions (NFs) at the top as well Network Exposure Function (NEF), Policy Control Function (PCF) and
Unified Data Management (UDM) functions in the middle, represent the new 5G SBA representation. See 3GPP TS
23.501: ‘System Architecture for the 5G System’). These compare to the Home Subscriber Server (HSS), the
Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA) server and the Policy and Charging Rules Function (PCRF) in
the 4G reference architecture below them. Both the 5G and the 4G service functions can work with the UDR and
the 5G UDR is a shared data model. The 5G UDSF model has a far greater range of capabilities including stateful
resiliency and User Equipment (UE) context awareness but interoperates indirectly with UDR – See last figure in
this paper. Specific differences for the 5G approach are summarized below. USDF is structured but not shared as
UDR is. UDSF has:
 Open data model and data type flexibility for both structured and unstructured data
 Carrier grade performance and resiliency - since database is now part of the live service flow
 Optimized REST connectivity to support intensive workloads
 ACID support
 Options for seamless interworking with legacy UDR, HSS etc. including:
 LDAP connectivity
 Virtual views of data embracing both legacy 3G and 2G as well as 4G
 Support for hybrid runtime environment to support transition to Cloud native
 PNFs, NFs today
 Cloud native functions in the future
 Ability to maintain operational consistency across multiple domains, data stores and data models
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UDSF must meet very tough requirements
UDSF – unlike legacy static administrative databases - must meet the full range of Carrier grade performance and
scale requirements including:
 Carrier grade ‘five nines’ - 99.999% availability - support for Network Functions with service resiliency
 Data access latency of less than 1 millisecond (ms)
 Ability to scale for very high throughput and massive workloads i.e. millions of Transactions Per Second (TPS))
on demand
 Support for extremely heterogeneous workloads
 Ability to handle massive continuous updates of User Equipment(UE) states to support context awareness
 Processing power for massive create/delete operations e.g. of user context information
UDSF must therefore support very high performance low latency database access, vast numbers of transactions
per second (TPS) and large amounts of data stored across all network domains. Each of these creates its own
significant challenges for UDSF implementation. We discuss some of these key challenges below.

Latency
Network processing and data access generally require response times below 1 millisecond (ms) per request and
often tens of microseconds (µs) even a few nanoseconds at a node. Data access times and allowable latency also
vary for human operations and service domains as shown in the figure below. While Network Operations and
Network OSS domains require apps to respond in near real time e.g. between 10 microseconds (µsecs) and several
milliseconds (ms), Service Operations can tolerate slightly greater delays for E2E service management in tens or
hundreds of milliseconds and sometimes even seconds. By contrast Business Support Systems (BSS) and customer
administration can tolerate response times in seconds – comparable to that of an a typical US internet web
session.
Figure 3. Diverse Data Response Times for Diverse Network and Service Operations

Source: Strategy Analytics, Networks and Service Platforms

The figure above shows examples of the types of data required in each of the domains. When the actual latency
targets for data access are designed to meet the response times for each of the applications listed, it is important
to note that <50 µsecs per data I/O operation is needed to achieve 1-2 ms per completed access.

Transactions per Second
Not only are the data functions different in 5G SBA, but the number of Transactions Per hour (TPH) required can
easily be one or two orders of magnitude greater prior to optimization. For example - the figure below compares
the Access and Mobility Function (AMF) TPH with the traditional HSS for the same number of subscribers. Where
HSS TPH was 5 to 10 TPH, AMF TPH could be over 100 and optimization becomes essential.
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Figure 4. 5G Access and Mobility Function (AMF) must handle orders of magnitude more TPS than 4G HSS

Source: Alain Guigui HPE CMS in Fierce Webinar ‘5G UDSF - Design Principles with Unstructured Data
Storage Function (UDSF)’ Jan. 2019Throughput

Much of the data that UDSF is required to store to support stateless NFs may be Binary Large OBjects or BLOBs i.e.
binary data which may often be needed for real time access in live service flows. However, if these objects are
allowed to become too large not only will they consume significant storage, but overall database access time will
slow dramatically leading to a significant reduction in throughput.
The figure below shows how throughput falls off with data size. Storage of very large objects reduces throughput
in and out of the database, so operators must be careful exactly how objects are stored and retrieved to avoid
huge databases that are not only costly and slow to respond thereby creating a bottleneck for service delivery.
Figure 5. Throughput falls off fast with order of magnitude increase in Data Size

Source: Redis Benchmarks

Storage size and throughput issues therefore force a difficult tradeoff versus scale and performance for UDSF
solutions. Off-the-shelf storage mechanisms for BLOBs have been designed in the past for massive amounts of data
that was not updated frequently and did not need to support real time access. UDSF by contrast must support
large amounts of data for live telecommunications that are updated constantly and accessed very fast as needed.
In the following section we identify some guidelines for both initial database design and subsequent operations to
meet these challenges.
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Preliminary Guidelines for UDSF Design and Operations
1. Guidelines for Database Design – Matching Solutions to Requirements
A good starting point for the design of UDSF is to map the requirements of each service whose data is to be stored
as part of the UDSF to the right data model and storage type. The figure below shows an example of such a
mapping that leads to the selection of the appropriate data model and store type.
Figure 6. Preferred Data Models for Session and State Stores and Cache
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Source: Alain Guigui HPE CMS in Fierce Webinar ‘5G UDSF - Design Principles with Unstructured Data
Storage Function (UDSF)’ Jan. 2019

As the figure above indicates for session or cache data with low static content and high transient content a KeyValue data model is best, while for state data which have even higher transient characteristics both Key-Value and
BLOBs should be considered. All three Types have very high read performance requirements and very low latency
requirements, while session store has a slightly lower write performance requirement.
Best practices for the implementation of UDSF data models should be to:
 Design Network Functions and Data Model to minimize number of database requests
 Focus on data needed to ensure Network Function and service resiliency
 Keep BLOBs in separate tables
 Keep BLOBs small
 Optimize I/O per request
 Minimize object sizes
 Beware of concurrency ‘hits’ on the database and its processes
 Carefully characterize all workload profiles
 Balance Create/Delete actions with access to indexes and search
Similarly in selecting a database technology CSPs must be very aware of
 The level and cost of 5G TPS
 How I/O access time cumulates to meet 1-2 ms target for completed access
 Distributed database requirements to support distributed Edge services and geographic variations in service
loads e.g. by time of day
 Requirements for Cloud native processing

Software practices
It is important to follow the principles for software design laid out by Twelve Factors especially those that relate to
‘backing services’ i.e. any service that an application relies for its functionality such as data stores, messaging
systems, caching systems, and services that perform security functions:
Treat backing services as attached resources: Backing services for UDSF are primarily databases and data stores.
This means that micro-services require dedicated single ownership of schema and the underlying data store.
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Strictly Separate Build and Run stages: This means the application should be executed as one more stateless
processes with the state often offloaded onto a backing service - further implying that databases and data stores
should themselves be stateful services.

5G UDSF demands a truly distributed database architecture
In addition to the specific selection of data model and store types there is a fundamental architectural requirement
for UDSF. It must be implemented as a dynamically distributed database that allows relevant data to accessed and
retrieved with the required latency wherever and whenever it is requested, while maintaining network wide
synchronization from Core to Edge. This represents a significant departure from traditional database technology
5G distributed database processing and ubiquitous access could soon become a significant competitive advantage
for CSPs. Compared to Cloud providers who are anchored to centralized Data Centers, CSPs can locate data very
close to the UE to monitor and assure service flows in real time anywhere across the network all while
characterizing and managing services E2E to ensure Quality of Service (QoS). As 5G is deployed, UDSF becomes the
critical component that ensures user or network data are accessible from any process in the Control or User Data
plane anywhere across the network.
UDSF should put high performance distributed database access into the spotlight as a key differentiator for CSPs.

2. Guidelines for Operations - Deployment and Run-Time
Live operation of the UDSF also presents significant challenges. These include the need for:
 Ongoing dynamic adaptation to respond to changing service functions that have highly variable:
 Latency and throughput
 Diverse workloads and data types
 Needs for instantaneous data availability and consistency
 Handling Changing E2E latency goals by:
 Moving data as close as possible to requesting functions
 Changing deployment scenarios i.e. collocating, attaching etc,
 Balance data consistency and replication needs with concurrency and access contention
 Manage data stores and access requests dynamically across highly distributed environments
 Sharing data access loads across Network Functions as needed
 Managing UDSF replication and instantiation

Deployment scenarios
One approach to reduce latency and distribute the network load is to put data as close as possible to the functions
that request it. This can be done both based on static patterns of data use and with predictive analytics by
detecting and projects bottlenecks as they are about to occur.
UDSF can be deployed in multiple configurations as shown in the figure below. Four configurations are shown to
indicate how the UDSF can be dedicated to a single NF if necessary or shared and replicated where required. The
four scenarios shown below are:
 Two AMF Sets with Dedicated Back End Services
 Two Network Functions sharing a single UDSF on active standby or in a Master Slave configuration
 Two Network Functions with both UDR and UDSF Back End service Instances.
 Two Network Function Forwarding Elements (FEs)with Dual UDSF Back End service instances operating as
Active/Active or Multi master
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Figure 7. UDSF can operate as a Dedicated, Shared or
Replicated Database for one or more Network Functions

Source: Alain Guigui HPE CMS in Fierce Webinar ‘5G UDSF - Design Principles with Unstructured Data Storage Function
(UDSF)’ Jan. 2019rprise

There are operational implications for these different deployment scenarios:
Collocating UDSF with a requesting function e.g. the AMF will give each AMF its own UDSF instance. This is efficient
if there is a continuous heavy load from the AMF. It may even make sense for the UDSF microservices to share a
container or have a container on the same backplane with the NF microservices in order to transfer data in µsecs.
Dedicating a UDSF instance per AMF could however, become inefficient if the workload fluctuates geographically.
Threshold policies could trigger the Hypervisor to ‘de-instantiate’ the UDSF at certain times of day and free up
processor resources as AMF requests fall too low. This traffic can only be redirected to remaining instances if they
have access to relevant data via UDSF.
Sharing UDSF across functions where there is not high concurrency of data access requests or very tight latency
requirements will allow for more flexibility. However, the more a UDSF data store is shared the more likely it is
that concurrency that will slow database access. That could itself trigger replication of UDSF instances - depending
on policy settings.
Replication of instances increases the challenge of ensuring data consistency, especially in a highly distributed
environment. Data storage ‘at the edge’ for very low latency Apps. may sound attractive, but will likely increase
the overhead cost for synchronization to ensure data consistency across the network.
Optimizing database deployment to maximize overall performance at low cost is a likely candidate for automation
based on Machine Learning and eventually AI algorithms, as the VNF service request characteristics and service
patterns become better known.
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Transition for 4G to 5G requires hybrid UDR UDSF solution.
While offering a fully compliant 5G solution the HPE UDSF allows for parallel operation of pre-5G and 5G network
functions. The ‘message bus’ or Service Based Interface (SBI) that links all the Control plane functions provides
seamless access to either the UDR or UDSF as different networks require.
Figure 8. Legacy and Next Gen. Interface support with HPE SDE – Note: 5G Functions Stay 5G

Source: Lee Hines HPE CMS in Fierce Webinar ‘5G UDSF - Design Principles with Unstructured Data Storage Function (UDSF)’
Jan. 2019

The proposed HPE configuration above enables seamless migration of subscribers as spectrum is refarmed e.g.
from 3G to 5G, or as subscribers are migrated from 4G to 5G without compromising the 5G architecture.

Summary of 5G UDSF Capabilities
UDSF delivers the diverse data stores, types, access methods etc. that 5G demands. These include the ability to
handle:
 Static, transient and real time event and state data of all types including transactions data
 Software function virtualization that delivers ‘state aware’ inputs to stateless NFs and service flows
 Diverse QoS requirements for 5G eMBB, URLLC and mMTC that vary widely across:
 Low Latency Services
 Services requiring High Data Reliability
 Services at the Edge
 Massively scalable databases that must scale up to billions of data entries and down to hundreds
 Dynamically assigned data storage across multiple media:
 Disk, RAM, Cache memory etc.
and multiple database types:
 SQL DB, NoSQL DB and Cache stores
rd
 Virtual database schemas that are independent of any database or storage type and easily accessible by 3 .
party Apps. etc.
 Embedded Policies & Policy Enforcement for database priorities and recovery mechanisms
and finally
rd
 APIs for high performance authenticated internal 5G service function requests or 3 . party data access
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5G deployment will take significant time and coverage will remain below 10 percent for several years. Most CSPs
will need to operate 4G and 5G simultaneously for the next 10 years. This makes HetNet operations more complex
but allows them to experiment and optimize 5G solutions.
UDSF can be implemented and optimized as CSPs manage this Shared Data Environment (SDE) across multiple
generations - 2G, 3G, 4G and 5G. HPE’s approach allows UDR and UDSF to operate consistently with high
performance in the common environment without compromising 5G performance or architecture.
UDSF may eventually become the hero that fully enables 5G Service Based Architecture to deliver the promise of
‘Everything as a Service’.

About Hewlett Packard Enterprise
Accelerating your success in the digital and 5G era
HPE’s focus on 5G continues a 25 year heritage of working with communications service providers to evolve their
core systems through 2G, 3G, 4G and now 5G. Bringing together telecom expertise with IT practices allows HPE to
lead with a true telco cloud approach. HPE solutions for the telecom industry include core to edge systems, with
specific products for subscriber data management, end user applications and services, operations and business
support systems, platforms and infrastructures. Coupling telco-specific solutions with advisory services and
industry expertise, HPE helps enable communication service providers to generate revenue, automate their
operations, and help retain subscribers while reducing costs to become agile, competitive and 5G-ready digital
service providers.
Learn more about how HPE is accelerating digital service provider transformation at hpe.com/dsp/services.

About Intel
®

Intel Inside . Network transformation outside.
®

The era of 5G-powered experiences starts today with Intel technologies.
Transitioning to “cloud-optimized” networks is foundational for handling the growing network traffic of today and
the diverse, data-intensive workloads and performance demands of the 5G future. That is why Intel is unique in
the industry for its ability to provide platforms suitable to meet the multi-faceted challenges, performance and
programmability demands for each of these areas and across a myriad of form factors to suit almost any need. All
of this builds upon the foundation of Intel’s decades of investments in fostering the essential hardware, software
and security ecosystems to maximize application performance and reduce the complexity of customer
deployments.
With proven leadership, massive footprint across cloud and data center, and a rich technology portfolio spanning
wireless, wireline, computing and cloud, Intel is the right strategic partner to help communications service
providers drive powerful infrastructure-wide transformation to increase velocity and adaptability in the face of
change.
Learn more about how Intel is helping enterprises and communication service providers with cloud-optimized and
5G-ready platforms at www.intel.com/networktransformation

About Strategy Analytics
Strategy Analytics provides strategic and tactical support to global clients across the market and product lifecycle
including consulting projects and whitepapers. Feel free to contact the author srudd@strategyanalytics.com with
any questions on this report or for further details on how we can assist you.
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